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Abstract. The present paper consists in two parts, determined by the historical emerging production of Dipole
Sonic Imager (DSI1) measurements and results in the early 1990’s. The DSI data were processed following two
methods simultaneously developed in France and in USA by Schlumberger. In the ﬁrst part the early dipole
sonic S-wave velocity results obtained in late 1993 are confronted with the other borehole data obtained in
the scientiﬁc borehole MM-1, entirely cored and extensively logged, as part of the comprehensive scientiﬁc
project named Géologie Profonde de la France (GPF), conducted by the Bureau de Recherches Géologiques
et Minières (BRGM, i.e. the French Geological Survey), in Ardèche, southern France. In 1994, José Perrin
summarized and integrated all the borehole information including the preliminary results from an azimuthal
“rotation scan” of S-wave sonic slowness determination method quickly developed in Schlumberger-France
and aiming at detecting only the presence of S-wave velocity anisotropy in a ﬁrst step. The initial results were
presented to the French industrial logging community in April 1994, prior to the commercialization of any
S-wave splitting computer detection routine applied to dipole sonic data. The second part focuses on the
comparison of the dipole sonic S-wave anisotropy detection results from two methods produced at a later time
by Schlumberger, namely: a) results from the commercial S-wave anisotropy detection routine based on cross
energy minimization, obtained in October 1994, and b) principal S-wave azimuth results sorted from the
“rotation scan” azimuthal method, produced in 1995 and further improved in July 1997. After discussing the
discrepancies of the principal fast S-wave azimuth derived from the two methods with diverse specialists in
Schlumberger, over several years, and on a spare time basis, the authors expose constructive explanations in
the present paper. A limited overview of the latest dipole sonic data processing developments has also been
attempted to better understand the differing S-wave birefringence results obtained in MM-1, suggesting that
the rock formation in the immediate borehole vicinity, up to three times the borehole radius, may not be
homogeneous along the borehole depth depending on the local geological context. Besides, the Fast Azimuth
split S-wave (FAZ) ﬁts with the strike of major regional faults and parallel to the maximal horizontal
palaeo-stress, which happens to be nearly orthogonal to the local present stress direction accepted by the
geologists! The present case study suggests that the S-wave anisotropy results ought to become more reliable,
mainly on the accuracy and precision of the FAZ. Additionally, the efﬁciency of the semblance parameter for
S-wave attenuation anisotropy detection is pondered, where no S-wave velocity anisotropy is detected over the
dipole sonic receiver array.
Keywords: Shear wave, SWS, Shear wave splitting, Birefringence, Acoustical birefringence, Dipole sonic,
Borehole sonic, Flexural shear wave, Anisotropy, Stress, Fracture, Permeability, Cores, STC, Slowness time
coherence.
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1 Introduction
Dipole sonic logging tools have been used by geomechanical
drilling/completion engineers in the late 1980’s in the aim
to obtain Shear wave velocity information, thus Young
modulus information, in the weakly compacted, low velocity shallow terrains located right below seabed. Knowledge
of the Shear modulus at shallow drilling depths helps
evaluating the borehole wall stability issues and setting
the conductor casing and shallow casing points. As a matter
of fact, when the S-wave velocity of the borehole wall rocks
is lower than the mud velocity, or Stoneley/tube wave
velocity, the sonic S-wave arrival generated by a sonic
monopole pressure source in the ﬂuid ﬁlled borehole is not
refracted any more along the borehole wall and does not
exist anymore. Therefore, borehole dipole sonic tools were
designed and implemented in order to generate ﬂexural
shear wave propagated as direct S-waves along the borehole
wall, and generating volume S-wave into the rock formation
allowing the possibility to record S-wave reﬂected away
from the borehole back onto the dipole sonic shear wave
receivers, for any industrial application.
Around 1990, when the initial borehole dipole sonic
tools were built, the orientation issue of dipole transmitters
and dipole receivers naturally arose, and was addressed by
the dipole sonic manufacturers by mounting TWO orthogonal transmitters and TWO orthogonal receivers at each
receiver position, in the plane orthogonal to the tool axis,
in order to record all kinds of S-wave signals, in all possible
azimuths. Consequently, an orientation measurement tool
was combined with the wireline dipole sonic tool, thus
becoming fully appropriate for acoustical polarimetric
measurements along the well axis, in the main sonic wave
propagation direction.
The ﬁrst part of the present paper relates to the material and data collected in 1993 in the 1000 m deep MM-1
coredrill, undertaken by BRGM as part of the Géologie
Profonde de la France (GPF) scientiﬁc project, described
by Bonijoly et al. [1]. The collected borehole data comprises
a whole set of common logs recorded while drilling, and
wireline logs. The diversity of the acquired measurements
allows to observe the expression of the same phenomena
with redundancy, and to compare the responses from different methods. Detecting permeable fractures and permeable
depth levels was derived from a variety of applied methods:
geochemical monitoring of the drilling ﬂuid returned to
surface, resistivity logs, ﬂuid temperature logs recorded
months after drilling, Formation Resistivity MicroScanner
(FMS, see Footnote 1) images of the borehole wall,
azimuthal Shear wave Dipole Sonic Imager (DSI) response,
all the above being crosschecked by observations on cores.
All the borehole information including the dipole sonic
results processed by Schlumberger-France and summarized
by J. Perrin in 1994 have been presented on April 6, 1994 at
the SAID Technical Meeting in Paris, France (SAID stands
for “Société pour l’Avancement et l’Interprétation des
Diagraphies”/the French branch of SPWLA), but were left
unpublished until now.
The second part focuses on the technical comparison of
additional dipole sonic S-wave anisotropy detection results

from two distinct methods implemented by Schlumberger,
namely: a) results from the commercial S-wave anisotropy
detection routine based on cross energy minimization,
issued in October 1994, and b) sorted principal S-wave
azimuth results from the “rotation scan” azimuthal method,
produced in 1995 and further improved in July 1997.
The discrepancies of the principal fast S-wave azimuth
observed from the two methods were discussed with diverse
specialists in Schlumberger, over several years, and on a
spare time basis: the authors expose constructive explanations for these discordance between results, which calls for
additional data analysis.
The latest dipole sonic data processing methods developed by the dipole sonic industry has also been overviewed
in order to improve our understanding of the differing
S-wave birefringence results obtained in MM-1.
Despite the apparent contradictory birefringence results
obtained in the Ardèche MM-1 coredrill are still felt sufﬁciently innovative and perplexing by the authors to justify
an extended publication.

2 GPF project motivation and geological
context (1991–1993)
2.1 GPF-Ardèche project overview
The main objective of the GPF project was to characterize
and quantify the rock mass transfers associated with the
structuration process of the distensive paleomargin of the
Ardèche area. The studied site is located 12 km south of
Aubenas (Fig. 1), it had been retained because of its immediate vicinity with the mineral district of Largentière, where
numerous, well-known paleo ﬂuid ﬂow hints are present.
Therefore, locating and characterizing the permeable
zones in the planned boreholes constitute an essential part
of this project.
2.2 Structural context, paleo-stress
In 1989, a geophysical campaign of ﬁeld measurements
including 2D seismic and gravimetry was conducted to
complement the existing structural sketch of the studied
area (Fig. 2).
In particular, the newly acquired seismic sections fully
processed using depth migration, revealed an important
normal faulting system of Jurassic age, or poorly expressed
from the outcrop, namely the Balazuc fault and Uzer fault
(Fig. 3). These main elongated faults oriented along the
N30E–N40E Cevenole trend, are intersected by accidents
locally transverse to the margin. They probably represent
the initial manifestation of the Ardèche margin evolution
between the continent and the South–East basin, and probably played a leading role on the ﬂuid circulation during the
diagenesis.
In order to conﬁrm the fault inﬂuence on ﬂuid ﬂows, two
scientiﬁc wells, located 1200 m apart, along the northern
seismic proﬁle, were drilled in the aim to core the Liassic
and Triassic reservoirs (BA-1 and MM-1, respectively
drilled in 1991 and 1993). These two wells conﬁrmed the
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geological formation carried out by Martin and Bergerat
[5] in the deep Balazuc BA-1 well, in the hanging wall
compartment of the Uzer fault. The formations encountered in the MM-1 coredrill are of Hettangian age, Lias to
mid-Trias, while the local Mesozoic extension regime was
in the NW–SE direction, at right angle to the N30°E strike
of the major faults (Figs. 2–4).
2.3 The MM-1 core drill
The MM-1 well was positioned on the upper compartment
of the margin and was cored down to 980.35 m. It went
through the layers of Hettangian, Trias, Permian, and
penetrated the carboniferous terrains (excerpt on Fig. 5).
This core drill has been achieved under BRGM project
management.
The MM-1 well was extensively surveyed, in a manner
similar to what was done in the previous BA-1 well, in order
to produce a good geological correlation tie between the two
wells, as follows:
Fig. 1. GPF-Ardèche project: geological sketch and site location in SE France.

Fig. 2. GPF-Ardèche project: Structural sketch, modiﬁed from
Fig.1 of Giot et al. [3]. Legend: (1) Mesozoic sedimentary cover,
(2) Permian, (3) Basement, (4) Paleosurface with thin sedimentary deposits, (5) visible faults, (6) seismic lines/GPF project,
(7) Faults revealed by seismic, (8) GPF boreholes BA-1 and
MM-1, (9) Largentière sulfur deposits.

existence of the major Uzer fault, 1300 m throw, and reﬁnes
its geometry (Fig. 4). Extensive details of this newly
discovered fault are expressed by Giot et al. [2], enlightening
the dynamics of the local Jurassic passive margin (Giot
et al. [3]). All the GPF program results were later integrated in the context of the Mesozoic evolution of a part
of the Tethyan continental margin, by Bonijoly et al. [4].
Interestingly, the S-wave birefringence response from
the MM-1 dipole sonic measurements can be confronted
with a detailed study of the paleo stress versus depth and

– Detailed sedimentologic and structural description of
the core samples after determination of core
orientation.
– Outside surface photography of all core samples by 1 m
long sections with a core scan technique.
– Continuous measurements of gamma-density along the
cores.
– Hydro-geochemical monitoring of the returned drilling
ﬂuids: chemical analysis on mud ﬁltrate and gas analysis, geared at detecting the interstitial ﬂuids and
occluded gases trapped inside the rock formation under
drilling.
– Comprehensive set of wireline logs, performed by
Schlumberger; a full set of logs (AMS, NGS, DLL,
LDT, CNL, DSI, FMS, acronyms deﬁned at the end
of paper) was acquired ONLY in the 0–320 m well
phase-I, because the coring HQ diameter (101.6 mm)
needed to be enlarged to 600 1/4 (158.8 mm) in
order to provide a safe clearance for the wireline logging
tools.
– A downhole seismic source experiment with explosives
was conducted by IFP and CGG in order to ﬁeld test
the method of reverse seismic walkaway, using both
standard solid explosives as well as liquid, catalyzed
explosives, the latter ones facing easier transportation
regulations.
– In 1993, all the above data had not been fully analyzed,
but were judged very promising from the preliminary
interpretations.

2.4 Detection of permeable fractures in the Hettangian
The Hettangian formation (9.45–134.41 m) consists in
nodular marl-limestones interbedded with massive dolomitic limestones or sedimentary brecciated limestones layers.
They correspond to transgressive lagoon-marine deposits.
In MM-1, the Hettangian limestones exhibit high velocity values (Vp velocity about 4300 m/s).
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Fig. 3. GPF-Ardèche project: WE structural section MM1 – BA1 from the northern 2D proﬁle, post stack depth migration, true
amplitude display. Velocities and reﬂectors are tied on wells MM-1 and BA-1. Seismic processing by CGG-France, Section interpreted
by D. Bonijoly-BRGM and the GPF team.

Fig. 4. GPF-Ardèche project: Structural sketch MM1 – BA1,
modiﬁed from Figure 1 of Deﬂandre and Sarda [35]. K6–K50 are
the core positions of Anelastic Strain Measurements (ASR), to be
confronted with palaeo stress derived from visual core description
(Martin and Bergerat [5]), and with FMS borehole wall images.

Several zones of water inﬂow have been identiﬁed by
physico–chemical analysis of the ﬂuids returned to surface
while drilling: pH, Conductivity, Calcium and Chloride
content, clearly appearing at depths: 58, 70, 75, 85 and
93 m (Fig. 6). The depth levels of water ﬂow are evidenced
by an increase of salinity and lower pH in the returned
drilling ﬂuid. Their depth position is not very precise due
to the detection mode operated here: the ﬂuid sampling is
loose (3.6 m depth step), and it is not easy to distinguish
several inﬂows located closely in depth, from a repeated
fracture inﬂow from a single depth (70 and 75 m for
instance?).
Monitoring the gas kicks in the returned drilling ﬂuid
(Fig. 7) also indicates an inﬂow of Helium and Radon gases
while drilling permeable and ﬂuid ﬁlled fractured zones
(depth levels: 58, 64, 70, 94 m).
The observation of a weak artesian ﬂow during the
drilling operation (10 L/mn estimated ﬂow) indicated the
depth positions 58 m and 70 m as producing levels.
The Auxiliary Measurement Sonde/AMS logs (Fig. 8)
conﬁrm the above ﬂuid ﬂows by signiﬁcantly perturbed
Temperature measurements down to 100 m, marked by
two sharp temperature and conductivity drops at 54 and
87 m, bottom to top. For a correct interpretation of these
log results, it is important to take in account their recording
conditions:
– Artesian ﬂow occurred at surface after stopping the
drilling ﬂuid circulation for 4 h only.
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Fig. 5. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole, lithology of Mesozoic, Bathonian to Trias.
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Fig. 6. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole, geochemical results from Mud logging while drilling. The yellow bars indicate depths of
conﬁrmed permeability.
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2. Anisotropy of Velocity (V), or of slowness (1/V),
preferably measured over the dipole sonic receiver
array: DV/V = 2 ABS (V2  V1)/(V1 + V2), in
percent.
3. Anisotropy of attenuation, or Differential attenuation
between the two principal S-wave modes propagated
along the same geometric ray path, preferably measured over the dipole sonic receiver array.

Fig. 7. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole, observations from Gas
logging while drilling.

– In contrast with the ﬂuid ﬂow monitoring while drilling, the artesian inﬂows are marked on logs by decreasing steps of conductivity (bottom to top), due to the
high salinity of the whole mud column after drilling
the sulfated argillites below 277 m. The highest artesian
inﬂow seems to originate from depth level 54 m, with a
very homogeneous ﬂuid column above it.
The Spontaneous Potential (SP) log (Track 4 on Fig. 8)
complements the previous measurements by exhibiting
three negative troughs: 70, 94, 99 m associated with pyrite,
well identiﬁed on cores at the depth of fractures. Tiny positive peaks at 87 m, and possibly at 54 m could indicate
water ﬂows.
The Shear wave splitting propagation in anisotropic
medium, or S-wave birefringence, is summarized on the
sketch of vertical propagation of Figure 9, where the linear
pulse generated by the dipole source in the lower position
moves upwards and splits in two orthogonal principal Swaves of different velocities and attenuation while propagating through the anisotropic medium materialized by vertical plane streaks associated with a horizontal
axisymmetric axis.
Three attributes characterize the S-wave birefringence:
1. Azimuth of the fast S-wave principal mode (the slow Swave azimuth being orthogonal to the latter).

The three above attributes are usually computed and
output from S-wave surface seismic studies and VSP’s
(Gratacos et al. [6]) and Vertical Seismic Proﬁles (VSP’s),
although the differential attenuation is often neglected by
S-wave explorationists. The S-wave birefringence behavior
described for seismic body waves for surface seismic and
VSP’s (Naville [7]), equally applies to ﬂexural sonic
S-waves, both in their low frequency spectrum domain
and in their dispersive high frequency spectrum segment.
The interpretation of fractures is a multiscale/
multidomain exercise, as reported by Far et al. [8], the accurate S-wave birefringence data analysis appears to geoscientists as a very promising tool to characterize the azimuthal
anisotropy of fractured rocks under stress at all scales.
Therefore, in August 1993, the DSI dipole sonic tool was
run in the scientiﬁc MM-1 borehole by Schlumberger on an
experimental basis, in BCR acquisition mode: the DSI
results produced in late 1993-early 1994 derived from a
method of Azimuthal S-wave slowness measurement Scan
(Rotation-Scan), and only the fast and slow principal Swave slowness (1/V) logs were produced, as displayed on
Figures 10a–10c. Indeed, the DSI results from RotationScan show highly contrasted responses right at the depth
levels where water ﬂows from fractures were previously
identiﬁed on logs and cores.
The S-wave velocity anisotropy appears as a percentage
on the solid black DV/V curves on Figures 10a–10c, left side
of Track 2, which clearly pinpoint the permeable fractured
levels (54, 69–72, 87, 94 m, 202–206 m, 217 m) by S-wave
velocity anisotropy peak values up and above 20% (reaching 30% at 94 m).
Figures 10a–10c exhibit, left to right:
– Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters from 4 arm Caliper, in red, and Gamma Ray/GR: small and localized
ovalisation is present in the cored MM-1 borehole: the
hole was enlarged to 600 1/4 before running the DSI tool.
– Track 2: slownesses 40–240 ls/m scale: DTCO, DTSmin
(red) and DTSmax (Black) from Rotation-Scan, DTS
from monopole transmitter (blue), DTST/Stoneley
(black, smooth curve), superimposed with the velocity
anisotropy DV/V curve (black, high frequency).
– Tracks 3–5: Lithological columns.
At the permeable depth levels previously detected, the
borehole wall images produced by the FMS tool reveal clear
open fractures, well identiﬁed on the cores and on the core
peripheral photographs (Fig. 11), where the 54.8 m deep
fracture is associated with a 23% peak anisotropy value
(Fig. 10a). The permeable and highly anisotropic 69.5–
71.5 m interval (Fig. 10a) corresponds to a fully fractured
core (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 8. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole, Wireline logs, in Measured Depth. Left to right: Celsius Temperature (Black), temperature
gradient (magenta), Conductivity (red), SP (purple). The yellow bars underline the permeable depth levels of inﬂow or outﬂow.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the S-wave birefringence seismic propagation, or Shear-wave Splitting.

In contrast, the tight, closed fractures visible in the
121–126 m interval (Fig. 13) do not exhibit any velocity
anisotropy higher than the 7–10% rock matrix velocity
anisotropy (Fig. 10b). The tight fractures in this interval
are not singled out by the DSI S-wave anisotropy results,
meaning that the S-wave anisotropy detection from dipole
sonic measurement may potentially help discriminate
between open and tight fractures, thus simplifying the task
of interpreters and reservoir engineers in their search for
permeable fractures.
Remark: The blue curve on Figures 10a–10c/Track 2
represents the DTS/S-wave slowness output result of the
standard STC (Slowness-Time-Coherence) routine applied
to the monopole DSI measurements; the standard monopole STC processing also provided the P-wave slowness
(DTCO) and the Stoneley slowness (DTST) curves, presented on the same Figures 10a–10c. The monopole DTS
slowness is expectedly intermediate between the DTSmin
and DTSmax slownesses of the principal S-wave modes
determined by the rotation scan method, at most of the
depths; however, in speciﬁc depth intervals, the monopole
DTS slowness is much closer either to the DTSmin or to

the DTSmax slowness values output from the Rotationscan. We have no explanation for this result, except that
the ﬂexural S-wave mode is different between monopole
and dipole propagations, the S-wave frequency content
might be different between the monopole and the dipole
emitters, with a different dispersive wave segment on the
ﬂexural S-wave spectrum, and possibly with different attenuation versus frequency relationships of the considered
S-wave modes. The “hastily” processing applied in the early
1990’s on the early DSI dataset of MM-1 could not take in
account any dispersive characteristics of the ﬂexural S-wave
modes, mostly unknown at the time.
Figure 14 exhibits the FMS images of the highly permeable and anisotropic 87 and 94 m fractured brecciated levels
(Track 3), with gamma ray (green curve on Track 2),
associated with the dipmeter results, expressing a constant
5° downdip towards N30°W (Track 1).
Therefore, we will consider that the geological layering
or bedding is near horizontal, and that the MM-1 borehole
is vertical, with negligible hole ovality in the shallow 300 m
below Ground level. Although the apparent SE downdip in
the shallow 80 m from the seismic section on Figures 3 and
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Fig. 10a. MM1 borehole, 32–104 m, S-wave velocity anisotropy results from Rotation-scan. Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters
from 4 arm Caliper, in red, and Gamma Ray/GR. Track 2: slownesses 40–240 ls/m: DTCO, DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (Black)
from Rotation-Scan, DTS from monopole transmitter (blue), DTST/Stoneley (black, smooth curve), superimposed with the velocity
anisotropy DV/V curve (black, high frequency). Tracks 3–5: Lithological columns.
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Fig. 10b. MM1 borehole, 118–190 m, S-wave velocity anisotropy results from Rotation-scan. Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters
from 4 arm Caliper, in red, and Gamma Ray/GR. Track 2: slownesses 40–240 ls/m: DTCO, DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (Black) from
Rotation-Scan, DTS from monopole transmitter (blue), DTST/Stoneley (black, smooth curve), superimposed with the velocity
anisotropy DV/V curve (black, high frequency). Tracks 3–5: Lithological columns.
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Fig. 10c. MM1 borehole, 200–272 m, S-wave velocity anisotropy results from Rotation-scan. Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters
from 4 arm Caliper, in red, and Gamma Ray/GR. Track 2: slownesses 40–240 ls/m: DTCO, DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (Black) from
Rotation-Scan, DTS from monopole transmitter (blue), DTST/Stoneley (black, smooth curve), superimposed with the velocity
anisotropy DV/V curve (black, high frequency). Tracks 3–5: Lithological columns.
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Fig. 11. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole wall images and core periphotographs, 53–58 m.
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Fig. 12. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole wall images and core periphotographs, 69–73 m.
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Fig. 13. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole wall images and core periphotographs, 121–126 m.
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Fig. 14. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 hole, dipmeter, GR, FMS image of permeable fractures, 86–95 m.
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4 is undeﬁned, although the seismic dip toward NW around
250 m is in agreement with the dipmeter log results. Thus,
the S-wave splitting anisotropy results can be considered
independent from the layering.
The structural survey of the Hettangian formation exhibits a low level of fracturing, except for the very early and
quasi-systematic brecciation of dolomites with shaly ﬁllings
and limestone cementing of fractures. Right along locally
peaking S-wave anisotropy values revealed by the Dipole
sonic DSI tool, the Hettangian reveals deﬁnite permeability hints: presence of micro-crystal carbonate deposits
covering the fracture walls, or millimetric subvertical slits
with discontinuous cementation (e.g. 94 m, FMS image
on Fig. 14).
2.5 Additional elements of interpretation
The peaks of the velocity anisotropy (DV/V) curves on
Figures 10a–10c appear as sharply localized, with a minimal
apparent peak to peak period of about 1 m in vertical
depth: the vertical resolution of the applied S-wave
anisotropy detection method by Rotation-Scan can thus
be estimated to 0.5 m, i.e. half the receiver array span.
Non fractured conglomerates impregnated with
heavy oil have been observed on cores around 252–253 m
(Michel Degouy, BRGM, personal communication), and
also correspond to a local peak of S-wave anisotropy (20%).
In the 89–91 m depth interval where a moderate
amount of anisotropy is expressed, it is possible that a fracture is present close to the well but does not intersect it
since the anisotropy level cannot be explained by the
unfractured core aspect or by any locally deviated value
on all other logs.

3 Dipole sonic recording conﬁguration and
processing results (1993–1994)
3.1 DSI Dipole sonic tool and ﬁeld operation
A sketch of the DSI tool is shown on Figure 15, modiﬁed
from Belaud and Standen [9], in which the ﬁeld acquisition
cycle is described. In MM-1, the “Both Cross-Dipole” acquisition mode was activated, meaning that the array of 8 levels
of receivers X then the 8 orthogonal receivers Y were
recorded SUCCESSIVELY for each of the successive
emitted signals EX and EY, resulting in a 4 record cycle
over each 1/2 foot depth interval, 40 ls sampling rate.
For the acquisition of dipole S-wave data, the sonic tool
must be oriented, so that the processing results can be later
referenced to the geographical North. In the present MM-1
well survey, a General Purpose Inclinometer Tool (GPIT,
see Footnote 1) orientation element has been combined
with the DSI sonic tool, enabling to read directly the Magnetic north in the open hole. If DSI data are collected in a
cased hole, the low (2°–3°) well deviation measurements
can be combined to the previously measured well trajectory
order to orient the DSI data with the same Hole Azimuth
(HAZI) angle.
The DSI processing procedure was initially commercialized by Schlumberger around the end of 1994, after

Fig. 15. DSI: Dipole Shear Sonic Imager Tool, from Figure 3 of
Belaud and Standen [9]. The dipole section of this tool consists in
an array of eight dipole receiver levels, and two orthogonal
dipole sources.

Esmersoy et al. [10], and consists in detecting the eigendirections of S-wave propagation between the source location
and the receiver array (11 ft–14.5 ft spacing, Fig. 15), the
source signal being considered linearly polarized in the
formation at source level. This detection algorithm is
inspired by the method initiated in 1986 by Robert Alford
[11], for S-wave surface seismic azimuthal anisotropy
detection, using a ﬂeet of horizontal vibrator trucks as a
source.
Actually, the borehole wall can be rugged, caved, and
fractures intersecting the borehole in an asymmetric
manner could alter the mechanical parameters of the formation right at the level of the dipole sonic transmitter
(Figs. 15 and 16), so that the linear signal polarization
imparted on the opposite sides of the borehole wall at the
transmitter level could be altered, however such effects
are neglected in the “Alford” method hypothesis.
In the early 1990’s, when the ﬁrst dipole DSI sonic logs
were recorded in well MM-1 and in other wells, no commercial processing method existed yet, so that SchlumbergerFrance and IFP considered building an S-wave anisotropy
prototype detection procedure based on an azimuthal
S-wave slowness measurement Scan (Rotation-Scan), tentatively implemented as an independent experimental processing approach. Instead of re-writing from scratch a
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homogeneous with the same anisotropy directions over
the receiver interval, even if different layers are present.
Table 1 was established in late 1997 to summarize the
differences between the Alford-based detection routine
described in Esmersoy et al. [10] and commercialized during
1994, and the Rotation-Scan one. With the Alford routine,
the detection occurs over the space distance between the
transmitter/source and receivers, encompassing the receiver
array i.e. about 3–4 m over which the principal S-wave
directions are assumed to be unique, and the formation is
assumed homogeneous in the Transmitter-to-Receiver
interval, while the Rotation-Scan detection is performed
over the short span of the receiver array (nearly 1 m) and
assumes the formation homogeneity only over the shorter
1 m receiver array span, resulting in a higher resolution
and an improved accuracy of the S-wave anisotropy results.
Actually, the computed slowness anisotropy results
obtained by the Rotation-Scan indicate that the presence
of permeable, thus open fractures are marked by high velocity anisotropy, while closed, cemented fractures show weak
anisotropy; these results are conﬁrmed by the examination
of the corresponding cores.
3.2 Comparison between Anisotropy results of both
detection methods
Figure 17a displays the results of the Alford commercial Swave detection routine applied in the 170–220 m interval of
MM-1 borehole.
Fig. 16. Dipole Array Sonic tool in the borehole. Two birefringence detection processing routes: A) Alford type, 4x Rn
response signal detection between source and mid array positions
(~3 m). B) Azimuthal slowness measurement scan over the Rn
array interval only (~1 m), independently for the azimuths of
linearly polarized VS-fast and VS-slow principal shear modes.

computer anisotropy detection routine for the dipole sonic
signals like the one developed by Naville [12] for oriented
3C VSPs, the authors took advantage of the existing industrial STC slowness computation method in order to measure the sonic S-wave velocity in a large range of
azimuthal directions.
Therefore, the Rotation-Scan method consists in
measuring the sonic S-wave velocity over the short DSI
reception array (8 receivers, 0.5 ft apart, about 1 m array
length), ref. sketch on Fig. 16, in a 180° range of incremental azimuth directions, 10° or 5° step, using the common
Slowness-Time-Coherence (STC) routine available at the
time [5]; then the azimuths of maximal and minimal S-wave
velocity (or slowness) can be extracted from the scanned
STC results. This method makes no assumption either on
the polarization shape of the actual source signal sweeping
through the 1 m long receiver array, or on the homogeneity
of the rock formation located between the source position
and the receiver array position, about 3–4 m apart
(Fig. 16). It only assumes that the principal shear
waveforms remain in constant shape over the receiver
array, meaning that the rock formation is considered

– Track 1: Quality index of anisotropy detection: min
and max Cross-ENERGY of the signal recorded in
directions orthogonal to in line emitted signal, colored
in green between the two curves: a null Min-Energy
means that for one of the principal S-wave, there is
NO energy received orthogonally to the emitted in-line
S-wave azimuth, which automatically indicates that
the emitted S-wave polarization is imparted linearly
into the rock formation of the borehole wall at the
transmitter level, with nearly cylindrical, borehole wall
geometry, and without major heterogeneity nearby.
A large Max-Energy means that the hole environment
is either anisotropic, or heterogeneous; “a small MinEnergy associated with a high Max-Energy is a reasonable indicator of the presence of S-wave anisotropy, in
agreement with the model and its assumptions”, as
expressed by Esmersoy et al. [10].
– Track 2: DSI tool EX upper dipole transmitter
Azimuth (smooth dashed curve, 0–360°), Gamma rays
(high frequency solid and dashed–point curves), Correlation coefﬁcient between the two principal waveforms
in the signal computation window, in green on right
side of Track 2 (the Correlation coefﬁcient looks always
higher than 0.99; the computation window is shown in
Track 5).
– Track 3: Principal Fast S-wave azimuth, scale 180° to
180°: (solid black log), surrounded with an azimuth
uncertainty orange ribbon, about ±5° to ±10°. The
S-fast and S-slow azimuths are assumed to be
orthogonal.
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Fig. 17a. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Alford-type Process anisotropy results, 173–240 m. Track 1: Detection Quality: min and
max Cross-ENERGY, green shade between the two curves. Track 2: Well azimuth and upper dipole EX azimuth (smooth dashed
curve, 0–360°), GR (solid and dashed-curves), Correlation coefﬁcient between principal waveforms (dashed green). Track 3:
FSA/Fast S-wave azimuth, 180° to 180°: (solid black), surrounded with uncertainty orange ribbon, ±10°. Track 4: DTS slowness
40–240 ls/ft, DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (Black dashed) outputs. Track 5: Fast-S Waveform (solid wiggle) on receiver 8, Slow-S
Waveform (dashed wiggle signal) on receiver 7, and shadowed computation window.
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Fig. 17b. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Principal S-waveforms output from anisotropy detection on DSI data. Enlarged from
Figure 17a. The dominant frequency of the processed DSI data is around 3 kHz; Vs velocities around 3000 m/s; Shear wavelength
about 1 m.
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– Track 4: DTS slowness logs 40–240 ls/ft scale:
DTSmin (solid red line) and DTSmax (Black dashed
line) output from Alford anisotropy detection process.
– Track 5: Fast-S Waveform (solid wiggle signal) on
receiver 8, superimposed with Slow-S Waveform
(dashed wiggle signal) on receiver 7, and shadowed
computation window along and over the direct S-wave
signal.
These initial results were produced in October 1994, at a
time when the Alford algorithm implemented by Esmersoy
et al. [10] and his Schlumberger-USA colleagues was still in
its early development stage, as the Fast S-wave azimuth log
exhibits many ﬂips of 90° where the azimuths of principal
S-fast and S-slow waves appear suddenly exchanged along
the depth axis. Although this visible S-wave computational
azimuth uncertainty has been seemingly reduced after 1995,
we will mainly examine the results in the depth intervals
where the Fast-S azimuth remains quite stable.
Figure 17b is an enlargement of the principal
S-waveforms from Figure 17a, pinpointing the dominant
frequency of the S-wave signal, around 3 kHz: it indicates
that the S-wave anisotropy detection performed on the
raw recorded DSI signals relates to the low frequency
segment of the ﬂexural wave dipole signal, which velocity
is now known to ﬁt with the S-wave velocity of the body
waves in the formation. Therefore, the low amplitude dispersive higher frequency part of the ﬂexural wave spectrum
can be neglected.
Figures 10a–10c display the S-wave velocity anisotropy
detection results from the Rotation-Scan algorithm, however without the azimuths of the principal fast S-wave
and Slow S-wave determined during the computer detection
run.
In order to produce comprehensive velocity anisotropy
results, the azimuths of S-fast and S-slow were sorted
from the Rotation-Scan computed results, and displayed
on Figure 18, exhibiting, left to right:
– Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters from 4 arm
Caliper, in red, and Gamma Ray (GR) in green: the
hole was enlarged to 600 1/4 before running the DSI tool,
and there is quite no detectable ovalisation after hole
diameter enlargement, in spite of an actual diameter
between 700 –700 1/2.
– Track 2: Principal S-wave azimuths, scale 180° to
180°: Fast Shear Azimuth (red), Slow Shear Azimuth
(purple), AZimuth difference (Fast AZ minus Slow
AZ) in magenta, and DSI tool (EX transmitter direction) Azimuth (blue, 0–360°).
– Track 3: right to left: slownesses 40–240 ls/ft scale:
DTCO (green), DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (black),
output from Rotation-Scan, DTS from UTX and
LTX dipole transmitters (solid blue and dashed blue),
DV/V curve (black, scale 10–30%).
Remark: the DTS values output from the STC routine
applied to the UTX and LTX dipole transmitter emission
data (solid blue and dashed blue curves), and on the raw
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shot collections of 8 receivers, appear to be either both
intermediate between the DTSmin and DTSmax S-wave
slowness values (solid black and red curves) output from
the Rotation scan, or almost superimposed to the principal
S-wave black and red slowness curves, depending on the DSI
tool azimuthal orientation (blue curve on Track 2). As
expected, when the DSI tool (X referenced direction) points
to a principal S-wave azimuth (i.e. where the blue and red
curve azimuths on Track 2 nearly ﬁt, mod 90°), the UTX
and LTX DTS solid and dashed blue curves on Track 3
coincide with the black and red anisotropic principal
S-wave slownesses output from the Rotation scan; however,
in the 210–220 m depth interval, very small azimuthal differences are observed between the DSI tool orientation and
the fast S-wave azimuth (Track 2, blue and red curves),
while the UTX and LTX S-wave DTS values from STC
are almost identical and intermediate between fast and slow
principal S-wave slownesses values on Track 3: this observation shows that the detection of the anisotropic principal
S-wave azimuths can be very sensitive locally, EVEN where
the birefringence anisotropy is high. The reason why the
DTS slownesses were initially computed from the UTX
and DTX receiver collections recorded on the ﬁeld is that
the processing petrophysicists desired to quickly verify the
existence of any hint of S-wave velocity anisotropy in
the MM-1 borehole, knowing that the DSI tool rotates as
the wireline cable untwists during the logging run; if no difference would have been observed at any depth between the
solid and dashed blue DTS slowness curves computed from
the UTX and LTX raw data collections, the authors would
have concluded that no S-birefringence existed in the MM-1
well, thus excluding any further processing action. . .
Therefore, the Fast-S and Slow-S azimuths can be compared in the common 170–220 m interval between the
Alford method results (Fig. 17a) and the Rotation-Scan
results (Fig. 18), they are displayed side by side on following
Figure 19.
The principal S-wave azimuths from Rotation-Scan
appear consistent with depth and in good agreement with
the known tectonic stress oriented N30°E expected in a
large well vicinity. Locally, ﬂaps of 90° where the azimuths
of principal S-fast and S-slow waves are suddenly
exchanged occur most systematically where there is a large
slowness contrast linked to layered lithologic changes; this
occurs where the DSI receiver array lies over interfaces with
high slowness contrasts, which alters the slowness values
output by the STC process; time picking the S-wave arrivals could further improve the accuracy of results in these
circumstances.
The lower (250–310 m) depth interval had been logged
four times with the dipole DSI tool, with different tool azimuthal orientations for each run: the Rotation-Scan consistently found the same fast S-wave azimuth (±5°) over the
four repeat sections (results not shown), which gives a good
conﬁdence in the whole S-wave birefringence acquisition
mode and Rotation-Scan processing method.
This Rotation-Scan prototype test result was obtained
by J.P. Yver in Schlumberger-France in 1995, unfortunately the method was not fully developed and implemented to commercial stage.
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Fig. 18. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Rotation scan anisotropy results, 173–232 m. Track 1: max/min C1/C2 diameters from 4 arm
Caliper (red), GR (green). Track 2: Principal S-wave azimuths, scale 180° to 180°: FSA/Fast Shear Azimuth (red), Slow Shear
Azimuth (purple), AZimuth difference (Fast AZ minus Slow AZ) in magenta, and DSI tool(EX) orientation Azimuth in blue, 0–360°.
Track 3: slownesses 40–240 ls/ft scale, right to left: DTCO (green), DTSmin (red) and DTSmax (black) from Rotation-Scan, DTS
from UTX and LTX dipole transmitters (solid and dashed blue), DV/V anisotropy curve (black), scale 10–30%.
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Fig. 19. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Dipole sonic anisotropy results from both birefringence detection methods, in depth interval
173–225 m. The regional N30° E fault strike direction is drawn as a red line over the FSA/fast S-wave azimuth curve results from both
detection methods.
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Fig. 20. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Dipole sonic anisotropy results from both birefringence detection methods, same FSA/fast
S-wave azimuth scale, same slowness scale, 173–225 m.
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4 Detailed confrontation of anisotropy results
between both detection methods (2021)
In order to properly compare more accurately the anisotropy processing results from both Alford and Rotationscan routines applied to the same dipole sonic data recorded
in the MM-1 well, Figure 20 has been assembled in the same
175–225 m depth interval with the S-wave principal
azimuth axis and the fast/slow principal S-waves slowness
logs displayed with identical respective Azimuth and slowness scales, showing:
– Track 1: Alford process, principal Fast S-wave
azimuth, scale 90° to 90°: (solid black log), surrounded with an azimuth uncertainty orange ribbon,
about ±5° to ±10°. The S-fast and S-slow azimuths
are assumed to be orthogonal in the Alford process.
– Track 2: Rot-scan process, principal S-wave azimuths,
scale 90° to 120°: Fast Shear Azimuth (red), Slow
Shear Azimuth (purple), AZimuth difference (Fast
AZ minus Slow AZ) in magenta, and DSI tool/EX
transmitter/ orientation Azimuth (blue curve, 90–
280°, from combined GPIT tool).
– Track 3: Rot-scan process, right to left: slowness logs,
40–240 ls/ft scale: DTSmin (red) and DTSmax
(black), output from Rotation-Scan, DTS from UTX
and LTX dipole transmitters (solid blue and dashed
blue), DV/V curve (black, scale 10–30%).
– Track 4: Alford process, DTS slowness logs 40–240 ls/
ft scale: DTSmin (solid red line) and DTSmax (black
dashed line) output from Alford anisotropy detection
process.
Immediate observations can be expressed:
– The S-Fast azimuth from Alford process (Track 1) is
very erratic versus depth, with estimated uncertainty
±5°, but with azimuth values often very different by
up to 45° from the stable and coherent S-Fast azimuth
obtained by the Rotation-Scan results (Track 2, orange
log), mainly centered on N30°E, ±15°. The maximal
horizontal stress can be derived from the N30° strike
trend of the main regional faults, shown on Figure 2.
In contrast, on Track 2, it is quite reassuring that the
fast and slow principal S-wave azimuths are mostly
orthogonal to each other, although they have been
determined independently from each other during the
rotation scan of STC slowness determination over the
span of the receiver array. The erratic detection of
the S-Fast azimuth yielded by the Alford algorithm
could not be explained at the time despite the repeated
detection runs carried out in the processing center.
– As a consequence, the differences between S-fast and
S-slow slownesses shown in Tracks 3 and 4 (respectively
Rotation scan process and Alford process) in the same
100–180 ls/ft scale range are quite inconsistent between
the two methods, mainly where the fast-S azimuths differ by more than 15° between the two methods.
Depth enlargements of Figure 20 have been produced on
Figures 21a–21c, calling for the following comments:
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– Interval 175–180 m: weak Anisotropy (7–10%) from
Rot-scan, is NOT FOUND by Alford.
– Interval 180–195 m: Similar results from both methods.
Rot-scan results are very sensitive to abrupt velocity
variations within the DSI array, in which the slowness
is assumed to be unique (Kimball and Marzetta, [13]).
The S-fast azimuth from the Rot-scan process is always
found, in a coherent direction close to N30°E, while the
S-slow azimuth is locally false or inaccurate, nonorthogonal to S-fast Azimuth: this effect could be the
result of a stronger attenuation of the S-slow principal
mode (to be veriﬁed). Between 179 and 180 m, the
azimuths of S-fast and S-slow from Rot-scan are
exchanged, remaining orthogonal to each other: a
re-examination of the cores is recommended, as well
as ultrasonic birefringence measurements on the corresponding core, to conﬁrm this interesting result. A possible explanation could be that the dominant
frequencies recorded by the DSI tool lie beyond the
slowness cross-over point between slow and fast principal S-wave modes, an explanation to be carefully investigated. In contrast, the S-fast azimuth from Alford
remains identical to the neighboring formations. . .
– 195–201 m: weak Anisotropy (5%). Similar anisotropy
azimuth from both methods, although Rot-scan results
are more accurate. Coherent S-fast and incoherent
S-Slow azimuths at 196–196.5 m on Rot-scan results.
This feature might mean that the slow-S wave mode
is more attenuated, with lower S/N signal to noise ratio
than the fast S-wave mode.
– INCORRECT to NO anisotropy detected in 202–209 m
interval by Alford method, versus stable birefringence
azimuth and large anisotropy (10–30%) from Rot-scan,
with S-fast azimuth close to N30°E.
– Flipped/Exchanged orthogonal directions of anisotropy axes in 197.8–198.7 and 209–210 m, from
Rot-scan; the S-slow azimuth points to N30°E (if true,
this would be a totally NEW result, to be conﬁrmed
from birefringence measurements on oriented cores).
– In the thin in 197.8–198.7 m interval, the Alford
process cannot ﬁnd any anisotropy, although its S-fast
azimuth is similar to S-slow azimuth from the Rot-scan
process.
– 210–224 m: HIGH to SUPER HIGH velocity Anisotropy (10%–30%) from the Rot-scan process. Stable
S-fast birefringence azimuths output from the Rot-scan
process are in full agreement with local fault strike and
Max. H-Stress. Independently determined principal
S-waves azimuths output from the Rot-scan process
appear remarkably orthogonal (within ±10°), thus conﬁrming the method validity.
– 210–224 m: in contrast, the Alford process yields
INCORRECT or UNDETECTED birefringence principal azimuths and anisotropy values which calls for an
additional investigation.
Lastly, after determining the principal S-wave azimuths,
the S-wave attenuation can be computed on each of the two
S-wave principal modes, which is expected to constitute an
additional prognosis of potentially permeable, open fracture, either through the differential S-wave attenuation
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Fig. 21a. MM1 anisotropy results from both detection methods, same scale displays, depth interval 173–195 m, commented
enlargement.
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Fig. 21b. MM1 anisotropy results from both detection methods, same scale displays, depth interval 195–211 m, commented
enlargement.
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Fig. 21c. GPF-Ardèche, MM1 borehole: Dipole sonic anisotropy results from both detection methods, same scale displays, depth
interval 210–224 m, commented enlargement.
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anisotropy (QDs), or from a local increase of the absolute
attenuation of the two S-waves (attenuations were not computed in the present study). Indeed, the S-wave attenuation
strongly depends on the quality of the mechanical contact
along the sides of a semi-open fracture. The sonic wave
attenuation can be computed on each of the eigen S-wave
modes in the same manner as on P-wave sonic arrivals generated by a monopole transmitter. Additionally, if NO
velocity anisotropy is detected, it is possible to face a situation where the two principal S-waves (or ﬂexural S-waves
in the case of the dipole sonic) have different attenuations,
in which case running an azimuthal computation scan of
Shear wave attenuation (Att-Rot-Scan) along the direct
S-wave arrival would be appropriate to detect the azimuthal S-wave attenuation anisotropy.

5 Discussion (2021)
5.1 On the altered/destressed zone surrounding the
borehole
The comparative S-wave anisotropy detection results
obtained in the present study help reﬁning the understanding of the ﬂexural S-wave generation at the S-wave transmitter level, and evaluating the validity of the hypotheses
assumed when designing an S-wave anisotropy detection
routine. Indeed, the hole ruggedness, the hole ovalisation,
washouts and breakouts certainly alter the geometry of
the borehole walls. Thus, there is no good reason to believe
that the polarization of the S-wave imparted into a fractured borehole wall the level of a dipolar S-wave transmitter
would always remain linear once it propagates into the rock
formation. Additionally, there is a destressed zone around a
drilled borehole, leading to an S-wave velocity decrease relatively to the virgin rock formation, within a diameter
reaching up to three times the hole diameter. Also, drilling
induced fractures near parallel to the well axis may occur.
For instance, the geometry of the altered/destressed zone
in the immediate borehole vicinity has been tacitly considered axisymmetric in the P-wave array sonic study by Bouchon and Schmitt [14], Coppens and Mari [15], in classical
seismic refraction concepts to the ﬂexural wave propagation; the hole geometry is explicitly deﬁned as axisymmetric
in the S-wave dipole sonic study by Hornby [16] and Tang
et al. [17], applying tomographic inversion methods to the
ﬂexural wave time picks, yielding a map of the decreased
velocity/destressed zone surrounding the borehole.
The axisymmetric assumption of the rock characteristics in the near borehole ensures that a linearly polarized
shear pulse imparted orthogonally to well axis remains linear in the rock formation, however the borehole wall asperities do not favor this hypothesis.
The perturbed near wellbore region may also be anisotropic, and the principal ﬂexural S-wave have differing dispersion characteristics (Plona et al. [18]), so that the
axisymmetric assumption of this near wellbore zone might
be approximate for very damaged borehole wall situations.
In the present MM-1 coredrill case, the perturbed near
wellbore can simply be locally heterogeneous, without any
symmetry, especially in front of fractures (e.g. Fig. 12).
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It is quite interesting to observe the effects of
hydraulic fracturing in a borehole, increasing both the
S-wave birefringence anisotropy and the radius of the destressed zone surrounding the well, as illustrated by Su
et al. [19].
Remark on the radius of the destressed zone
around a borehole: The near wellbore region perturbed
by the drilling process is reported to extend 2–3 borehole
diameters into the formation before sensing the unaltered
rock by low frequency cross dipole sonic shear waves (Plona
et al. [18]). In coal mines, when a reconnaissance gallery is
dug by hand and peak, the destressed radius is reported
to extend up to three times the gallery radius; when the gallery is dug with explosives, the destressed diameter can
reach up to ﬁve times the gallery diameter, due to the fracturing shock waves generated by the explosives. The Houillères de Lorraine (HBL) coal mine engineers were
exploiting highly dipping coal seams, and they noticed that
destabilized coal blocks slid into the gallery sometimes, from
a distance equal to what they assumed to represent a “destressed radius distance” from the gallery, which length
depended on how the gallery was dug (personal communication). Very likely, the destressed zone radius around the
borehole can differ depending on the borehole being cored,
or rotary drilled, or hammer drilled, and on the mud pressure applied during the drilling process; the same geomechanical destressing occurs around large diameter
tunnels. . .excavated with a boring machine, versus bored
using explosives.
5.2 On the assumptions made by diverse velocity
anisotropy detection methods and algorithms
applied to dipole sonic datasets, inﬂuencing their
reliability
The method initiated by Alford [11] looked like a good start
for the S-wave velocity anisotropy detection, assuming
identical principal S-wave directions in the whole spacing
between transmitter and receiver array, and linear polarization imparted to the rock formation at the transmitter
depth level. The same method has been improved by Tang
and Chunduru [20], and these authors have obtained a
higher anisotropy rate resolution when the array slownesses
of S-fast and S-slow waves were computed in the azimuthal
directions detected with their anisotropy parameter inversion algorithm.
In the recent paper by Market et al. [21], the anisotropy
detection algorithm called “Azimuthal semblance” seems to
be exactly the method implemented in the present study by
J.P. Yver, yielding results very similar to the “Minimization
Energy method” developed by Esmersoy et al. [10], which
means that the quality of the anisotropy detection methods
might be data-driven, depending on the geology and on the
borehole conditions. Market et al. [21] accurately point out
in pages 6–7 that:
“Alford rotation should be used with the following
caveats in mind: . . .it will not work well in non-symmetrical cases such as a bed boundary crossing, inclusions, etc.”.
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Table 1. Comparison of S-wave birefringence detection methods.
Alford-type method
T-R ANI (Algorithm-1)

Azimuthal DTS Rotation-Scan
Array ANI (Algorithm-2)

PRINCIPLE

Minimizing cross dipole energy, or minimizing Scan of S-wave slowness/velocity over 180°
the off-diagonal elements of the 4-term matrix azimuth range, to INDEPENDENTLY
of the Source(s) to Receiver(r) signals(XsXr,
determine the azimuths of Vs-max & Vs-min
XsYr, YsXr, YsYr).

ASSUMPTIONS

The propagation medium between Transmitter
to the Receiver array is considered
homogeneous, with same anisotropy axes,
possibly stratiﬁed axisymmetric.

The propagation medium is considered
homogeneous over the Receiver array ONLY.
The SHORT detection interval yields a higher
depth resolution

Emitted ﬂexural S-wave particle motion
remains LINEAR in the borehole formation
located in the immediate source vicinity.Equal
orthogonally emitted signals, in same shape,
same amplitude

No polarization constraint: Emitted S-wave
imparted into the formation can be in any form,
LINEAR, ELLIPTICAL, CIRCULAR. . .
Orthogonally emitted signals may be a bit
different.

For BOTH methods: The borehole ruggedness and heterogeneous borehole altered zone over the detection depth
interval may alter the accuracy of results
Differential attenuation (QDs) between the
When NO velocity anisotropy is detected, a
two principal S-wave modes is NOT considered scan of S-wave attenuation (Att-Rot-Scan)
versus azimuth can be run to yield the S-wave
attenuation anisotropy & the Differential
attenuation (QDs)
Observed RESULTS Fast-S-wave Azimuth is searched FIRST,
resulting in INACCURATE to FALSE
principal S-wave principal azimuths when
hypotheses are unsatisﬁed, or in case of weak
S-wave anisotropy.

Fast-S-wave Azimuth is derived from the
azimuthal STC slowness scan, resulting in
higher azimuth accuracy of principal S-wave
modes, and higher depth resolution. STC
routine could be improved where the receiver
array is located over a strong velocity contrast.

The borehole ruggedness and heterogeneous borehole altered zone over the detection depth
interval may alter the accuracy of results. The larger the detection interval, the larger potential
bias. . .

By design, in deviated and horizontal wells, any anisotropy detection method cannot separate directly simultaneous causes of anisotropy and complementary modelling
should be considered (Hornby et al. [22]), as secondary
and dominant anisotropic causes are not separable.
The waveform inversion proposed by Blanch et al. [23]
aims to “decouple the estimation of Fast and slow shear
wave, . . . which are considered having different propagation
properties, such as attenuation and dispersion”, adding that
“The deviation from a 90° difference between the two angles
is used as an error estimate”. However, the theoretical
inversion process described by Blanch et al. [23] ignores
the differential attenuation effect and the lower signal to
noise ratio for the more attenuated principal S-wave; nevertheless it illustrates an approach similar to the azimuthal
rotation STC scan implemented by J.P. Yver in the present
case study, summarized in Table 1.
Estimating the reliability of an S-wave anisotropy
detection method is difﬁcult where the assumptions of the
detection algorithm are not respected, especially when the

symmetry of near borehole geomechanical parameters
around the hole axis is absent, for instance where the
ruggedness of the borehole wall is important, or where open
fractures intersect the borehole. Although the Fast principal S-wave azimuth appears consistently oriented around
N30°E on the Rotation-Scan results (Fig. 20), the most
plausible explanation for the erratic fast S-wave obtained
by the Alford–Esmersoy method [11] seems to be the depolarization of the linear source particle motion when the
transmitter faces a mechanical heterogeneity on the
borehole wall, or when a mechanical heterogeneity is present between the source and the ﬁrst receiver (Figs. 16
and 22).
Many researchers investigated the response of a stack of
several media with different anisotropy axes, as illustrated
for instance by Figures 13 and 14 of Sondergeld and Rai
in their ultrasonic laboratory observations [24], where a
stack of two media with different anisotropy azimuthal axes
and characteristics is considered: the principal S-wave
polarizations received after propagation in the second
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S-wave depolarization of a linear motion imparted by an
S-wave source is often observed on shallow direct S-wave
arrivals of onshore VSP’s recorded with a single horizontal
vibrator, although this effect is not systematic and depends
on the heterogeneity of the near surface weathered zone and
shallow layers. If the above explanation is conﬁrmed by
future dipole sonic borehole surveys using several S-wave
anisotropy data processing methods, the geomechanical
geoscientists and the drilling engineers might be interested
in the Alford–Esmersoy algorithm results as an indicator
of the borehole wall mechanical heterogeneity, even where
the borehole wall geometry is nicely cylindrical. . .
5.3 On the plausibility of the high velocity anisotropy
magnitude evidenced at the depth levels of
conﬁrmed permeable fractures in the MM-1
coredrill using a simple Rotation STC scan method
In a remarkable paper by Zhuang et al. [25], a highly anisotropic HTI physical model of sizable dimensions (3.5 m
diameter cylinder, 10 m high, with a hole in the center)
has been deliberately constructed in order to evaluate the
existing anisotropy measurement hardware tools, followed
by the application of various anisotropy processing procedures. The authors state:

Fig. 22. Inhomogeneous anisotropy versus depth: when the
direction of anisotropy axes versus depth varies, and/or if a
heterogeneity is present between the emitter and closest receiver
R1 of the dipole sonic tool, the measured birefringence relates
ONLY to the medium facing the receiver array, (medium-2),
independently from the prior S-wave propagation in medium-1
(ref. Figs. 13, 14 of Sondergeld and Rai [24]).

The model consists of a series of equally spaced thin
limestone slab sheets cemented with concrete,
resulting in a transversely isotropic medium. For the
anisotropy measurement evaluation, the borehole
model is tested by a standard multipole acoustic tool.
The measurement ﬁnds an S-wave anisotropy magnitude about 20% and determines the fast S-wave polarization along the alignment direction of the slab
sheets. The results of the work not only validate the
borehole measurement technology, but also provide
a testing facility for calibrating the measurement
acoustic tool.

medium are INDEPENDENT from the polarization of the
incident S-wave train propagated in the ﬁrst medium of
propagation, and independent of the source signal polarization as well.
Accordingly, Figure 22 illustrates a two media situation
where the anisotropy axes are possibly different between
the dipole emitters and the proximate receiver R1, possibly
including a local formation mechanical heterogeneity such a
complex fracture surface which may randomly depolarize
the S-wave particle motion. In this case, the array of receivers records the propagation effects of the ONLY medium
in which they are located.
Consequently, the only hypothesis requested to run an
STC velocity measurement is that the depth interval facing
the dipole sonic receiver array be fairly homogeneous, as
recalled on the right side of Table 1. Of course, in heterogeneous formations, the propagation medium is less likely to
have stable anisotropy axes over a long spacing (3.5 m for
the DSI source to receiver array geometry) than over the
receiver array only (~1 m).

Not only the anisotropic physical model and surrounding facilities described by Zhuang et al. [25] offer a very convenient test bench to evaluate the commercial sonic tools,
but the reported magnitude of S-wave velocity anisotropy
of 20% conﬁrms that the 30% peak values of velocity
anisotropy observed in the MM-1 well right at 0.5 m high
permeable fractured intervals are realistic. This observation
deﬁnitively enlightens the phenomenon of differential
attenuation between Fast-S and Slow S-waves across
open fractured borehole short intervals, a subject still overlooked by the commercial dipole sonic service companies,
let alone ignored by academic researchers, despite the
published examples of differential S-wave differential attenuation results obtained in several converted P-S wave/
3-Component surface seismic surveys.
A more recent case study evidences a high S-velocity
anisotropy magnitude of about 30%, consistently high along
a deviated well of the “case history #4”, in a very low velocity shale formation, associated with a consistent S-fast
azimuth (Kessler and Varsamis [26]). The geological context is obviously totally different than the one encountered
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in Ardèche, and the MM-1 well is vertical, with subhorizontal surrounding layers.
In order to conﬁrm the acoustical S-wave anisotropy
results (azimuth, velocity and attenuation anisotropy)
obtained from the dipole sonic logs, it would be desirable
to measure the S-wave acoustical birefringence parameters
using oriented ultrasonic shear sensors on an oriented rock
plugs extracted from the oriented cores, as shown in
Humbert et al. [27], in the cored borehole through the
Chelungpu fault where DSI measurements have been
conducted, as reported in Hung et al. [28]. Of course, laboratory anisotropy measurement can be achieved only on
competent rock core samples which are retrieved from the
borehole as an unbroken, solid cylinder. Despite this
mechanical limitation, such S-anisotropy results from core
birefringence analysis would help ascertain the accuracy
and reliability of various dipole sonic signal processing algorithms, which may actually depend on the geological formations and on the borehole conditions (geometry, drilling
induced fracturing, washouts, breakouts, heterogeneities
versus homogeneity, etc.).
In this respect, several cored and fully logged borehole
drilled in different geological contexts could be implemented
as testing facility for calibrating the measurements and processing procedures of modern multipole/multi-source/
multi-receiver acoustic tools, for the general beneﬁt of the
industrial and academic end-users. The open hole shallow
MM-1 coredrill would have been a good test hole candidate
(vertical coredrill in near horizontal layers, competent rock,
no ovalisation, no fractures induced by drilling, no breakouts). The accessibility of the MM-1 coredrill will be
veriﬁed.
5.4 On the necessity for the end-user interpretergeologist to be aware of the various capabilities
offered by the array dipole sonic tools and their
limitations
The experimental dipole sonic survey in MM-1 coredrill,
acquired with one of the ﬁrst DSI commercial sonic tool,
beneﬁted from excellent ﬁeld and borehole conditions, and
excellent geological borehole information. Unfortunately,
the extended time delay to produce processing results from
the ﬁeld DSI dataset, combined with the unexplained discrepancies observed between the results of two processing
procedures applied by distant Schlumberger services caused
a fading interest of the geologists and geoscientists in the
early 1990’s.
The quality of the DSI tool used in the MM-1 coredrill
cannot be reasonably put into question to explain the discrepancies of the anisotropy processing results yielded by
the two methods carried out by Schlumberger. The array
sonic tools have been manufactured and commercially operated by Schlumberger since 1984 (Morris et al. [29]), and the
performance of the hardware multipole sonic tool and anisotropy processing routines have been continuously improved,
as attested by the comprehensive publications issued from
1998 to 2015 ([30–32]).
Nowadays, in order to complement and fulﬁll his
exploration objectives, the end-user geoscientist engaging

into a dipole sonic survey can beneﬁt from an extensive
amount of published papers on this technique, as dipole
sonic tools are available from a variety of service companies. Additionally to the S-wave velocity measurements,
a wide range of speciﬁc applications emerged for oriented multipole sonic tools: S-wave birefringence applied
to stress determination, fracture detection/characterization, and 3D S-S reﬂection imaging within the 40 m radius
borehole vicinity, including in cemented cased holes
(Tang [33]).
5.5 On the importance to the interpreter-geologist
and reservoir engineer to obtain reliable S-wave
birefringence results, to identify its main driving
origin, and to evaluate its relationship with
palaeo-stress and present stress
In their study of the palaeo-stresses inferred from macro
and microfractures on the cores collected in the deep
Balazuc-1 borehole located in the hanging wall of the major
Uzer fault, Martin and Bergerat [5] described the regional
geodynamic setting, page 673:
The principal stages in the tectonic evolution of this
region are well known and enough micro-tectonic data
exist to be able to place the successive regional stress
ﬁelds in their geodynamic context (Fig. 3).
This latter ﬁgure has been modiﬁed in Figure 23 of the
present paper so as to facilitate the local geodynamics
understanding in the shallow MM-1 borehole, where the
Hettangian formation of the upper Dogger is outcropping
at the top of the footwall of the Uzer fault (Figs. 2–4).
In page 674, Martin and Bergerat [5] pursued:
A long period of extensional regimes followed, beginning during the Permian with NW–SE to N–S extension on the Cévennes border (Blès et al., 1989),
which created or reactivated mainly E–W and NE–
SW normal faults.
The extensional regime continued during the Triassic.
And further on. . .
On the other hand, a major and well characterized
period of extension developed during the Lias and persisted until Dogger times; on the Cévennes border the
extension was oriented E–W to NW–SE (Blès et al.,
1989).
The regional dynamic setting description terminates in
page 675:
At present, a NNW–SSE compressive horizontal
stress still affects parts of the European platform. Present-day stress has not been measured along the
Cévennes border but on the basis of observations in
nearby regions (Blès and Gros, 1991), a NW–SE
stress rH (r1 or r2), can be assumed.
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Fig. 23. GPF-Ardèche: Geodynamic setting of the Triassic-Jurassic sedimentary succession of the Cévennes extensional palaeomargin intersected in the Balazuc BA-1 borehole (this ﬁgure modiﬁed from Fig. 3 of Martin and Bergerat [5]. NOTE: The MM-1
borehole lithology is identical to the BA-1 lithology in the blue box interval.
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Fig. 24. GPF-Ardèche project: well BA1, modiﬁed from Figure 6 of Martin and Bergerat [5]. Core positions of Anelastic Strain
measurements (ASR): K6–K50, yielding present stress results (Deﬂandre and Sarda [35]), to be confronted with palaeo stress
directions derived from visual core description of same cores (from Martin and Bergerat [5]), and with FMS borehole wall images.
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Fig. 25. GPF-Ardèche project: ﬁgure reproduced from Figure 2 of Deﬂandre and Sarda [35]. Experimental cell for core relaxation
measurements, front view and view from above (1: LVDT sensor; 2: micrometer screw; 3: core sample; 4: cell wall; 5: oil).
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In summary, the present compressive NW–SE stress in
the MM-1 area is illustrated in the red box on the top right
side of Figure 23, while the blue box in the lower part of
Figure 23 indicates the actual lithology in the shallow depth
(0–410 m) of the MM-1 coredrill, accompanied with the
continuously oriented NW–SE extensive paleo-stress
contemporary of the Uzer fault growth (rightmost track
of Fig. 23).
Coincidentally, Figure 24 summarizes the readings of
fracture strike on oriented cores (indicated in RED), by
BRGM geologists Martin and Bergerat [5], and the readings
of main core expansion directions (in BLUE, left side), measured on the rig site right after the cores K6–K50 were
extracted from the oriented coring barrel, by IFP rock
mechanic scientists Deﬂandre and Grard [34], Deﬂandre
and Sarda [35]). If we assume that the direction of large
expansion of the core corresponds to the present main
horizontal stress direction rH along N124°E, it occurs that
the present stress direction is nearly orthogonal to the
largest N38°E strike population of fractures in the deep
Hettangian–Carnian interval of well BA-1, in the same
geological interval analyzed on well MM-1 on the upper side
of the Uzer fault. Alternatively, if we accept that the present regional direction of main horizontal stress is N170°,
the presence of the Uzer fault striking N30° in the close
vicinity of the BA-1 and MM1 wells may plausibly locally
deviate the main horizontal stress towards N124°. . .
Figure 4 indicates the position of the Anelastic Strain
Recovery (ASR) measurements ([34] or [35]) on cores
K6–K50 in the deep BA-1 borehole. Figure 25 reproduces
the ASR measurement equipment with a plurality of strain
LVDT sensors, from Figure 2 of Deﬂandre and Grard [34].
Indeed, the S-wave birefringence response from the
MM-1 dipole sonic measurements obtained by D. Belaud
and J.P. Yver exhibits a Fast velocity S-wave Azimuth
(FAZ) constantly oriented N30°E ± 10° (Figs. 18–21), a
direction coherent with the strike of the Uzer fault
(Fig. 2) and with the largest population of fractures
observed on the BA-1 cores (Fig. 23); thus the N30°E fast
split S-wave azimuth is aligned with the palaeo stress
observed on the BA-1 cores (Fig. 23), but nearly at right
angle with the present compressive regional stress (Figs. 23
and 24); the N30°E azimuth of the fast-Split S-waves
measured from the DSI would be expected to predominate
in the whole vicinity of the Uzer fault, including both the
footwall and hanging wall compartments, a feature to be
validated by analyzing the ultrasonic S-wave birefringence
on the oriented core samples of both MM-1 and BA-1 for
example.
Further multidisciplinary comprehensive studies,
including Dipole sonic anisotropy, Shear wave VSP anisotropy, Core analysis and borehole stress measurements are
deﬁnitely desirable in order to further assess the effective
value of the dipole sonic anisotropy results.
Similarly to the stress situation in the Uzer fault vicinity, a correlation between the fast split S-wave azimuth
measured in the footwall of a normal fault and the fault
strike has been observed in the AIG-10 scientiﬁc borehole
in Aigio, Greece, from a DSI dataset processed by Prioul
et al. [36]: the Aig-10 hole intersected the Aigio fault around

770 m, and the footwall interval below this depth is the
only interval exhibiting a substantial amount of S-wave
birefringence (Fig. 1 of Prioul et al. [36], modiﬁed in Figs. 5
and 6 of Naville et al. [37]), the present stress situation in
the Aig-10 well is also complemented by Rousseau [38].
5.6 On the reduction of the Fast Shear wave Azimuth
(FSA) errancy and uncertainty output from the DSI
data processing routines
Many recent dipole DSI sonic anisotropy surveys have been
published, using the Alford–Esmersoy method in geological
contexts distant from the Uzer fault one, exhibiting quite
more consistent S-wave birefringence Fast Shear-wave
Azimuth (FSA) results, with reduced azimuthal uncertainty, mainly where the S-wave velocity magnitude is high:
for instance, high S-wave velocity anisotropy (DTS-based
anisotropy > 16%) is detected in front of open fractures
(Fig. 1 of Prioul et al. [39]), while the Min-cross energy is
quite NULL, which corresponds to the initial computation
hypothesis expressed by Esmersoy et al. [10]. In this example [39], the FSA uncertainty range obviously increases
where the S-wave velocity anisotropy is weak (DT-based
anisotropy < 4%).
The depth intervals isotropic with respect to S-wave
velocity might still exhibit differential split S-wave attenuation, unfortunately this parameter is not investigated in
the present industrial S-wave birefringence detection
process.
Similar observations of Null Minimal cross energy
occurs in the nice S-wave birefringence examples published
in diverse Schlumberger publications [39, 40], therefore the
present MM-1 S-wave birefringence result example indicates that it would be appropriate to run an STC/S-wave
velocity rotation scan whenever the Min-cross energy is
far from being null on the output of the Alford–Esmersoy
processing results.
Lastly, when the immediate borehole vicinity is suspected to be heterogeneous, insufﬁciently symmetrical to
the borehole axis (in the cylindrical domain up to three
times the borehole radius), the Fast Shear wave Azimuth
result might be biased using only a cross-energy minimization approach for the fast S-wave azimuth determination.
Sonic investigations in and around the borehole are
explained on ﬁeld cases by oil and gas industrial practitioners in a general overview of the sonic methods using modern
ﬁeld hardware [41].
5.7 On the higher consistency of the Fast Shear wave
Azimuth (FSA) detection performed on the depth
range restricted to the dipole sonic receiver array by
the Rotation-Scan method, illustrated in the
present case study
Many researchers investigated the response of a stack of
several media with different anisotropy axes, as illustrated
for instance by Figures 13 and 14 of Sondergeld and Rai
[24], where a stack of two media with different anisotropy
azimuthal axes and characteristics is considered: the
principal S-wave polarizations received after propagation
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in the second medium are INDEPENDENT from the
polarization of the incident S-wave train propagated in
the ﬁrst medium of propagation, and independent of the
source signal polarization as well.
Accordingly, Figure 22 illustrates a two media situation
where the anisotropy axes are possibly different between
the dipole emitters and the proximate receiver R1, possibly
including a local formation mechanical heterogeneity such a
complex fracture surface which may randomly depolarize
the S-wave particle motion, as a result of scattering.
The only hypothesis requested to run an STC velocity
measurement with is that the depth interval facing the
dipole sonic receiver array be fairly homogeneous, as
recalled on the right side of Table 1. Of course, in heterogeneous formations, the propagation medium is less likely to
have stable anisotropy axes over a long dipole sonic tool
spacing (3.5 m distance from source to receiver array) in
comparison with the reduced receiver array length (~1 m).
5.8 On the theoretical possibility of encountering non
orthogonally polarized S-wave principal modes
(paragraph for math – inclined geophysicists)
Dellinger et al. [42] expose interesting theoretical
development and observations from simulated seismic
ray propagation, assessing the possibility of observing
NON-ORTHOGONAL polarization of principal S-waves,
up to 15° from orthogonality, summarized as follows:
– The eigen shear body waves, or bulk S-waves, and the
low frequency eigen ﬂexural S-waves measured by a
sonic dipole tool have identical polarization directions.
– The computed propagation model is an orthorhombic
anisotropic medium deﬁned by 21 independent coefﬁcients in its symmetric 6  6 normalized stiffness
matrix, and the presence of a borehole is excluded.
The authors observe that “the medium has almost
perfectly longitudinally polarized and transversely
polarized shear waves for all propagation directions,
but the shear waves are strongly split and (for some
group propagation directions) markedly nonorthogonal”. Along a speciﬁc zero-offset ray computed by the
authors, the P-wave and split S1, S2 group directions
differ by less than 1 degree from the straight line
between source and receiver positions, the split S-wave
velocity anisotropy being 12% (legend below Fig. 3 of
Dellinger et al. [42]), and the polarizations of split
S-waves remain linear, and oriented in directions differing from the orthogonal by 14.4 degrees (angle called
ETA). The authors do not explain if the anisotropy
medium considered is induced by cracks, layering, or
any other cause.
In the present MM-1 well case study, the differences of
FSA (Fast S-wave Azimuth) between the results output
from the two S-wave detection methods applied to the same
DSI dataset shown in Figures 20, 21a–21c, are indeed much
too high to be explained by a propagation in a single, purely
homogeneous orthorhombic medium. The MM-1 borehole is
vertical, the geological layering is quite horizontal, and the
borehole geometry shows negligible ovality.
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Additionally, the S-wave anisotropy algorithm called
“Rotation scan” can easily cope with the eventuality of
non-orthogonal principal Split S-wave detection, as it would
be quite easy to reﬁne the STC slowness measurement in a
second computer detection run of the Rotation scan
routines in directions of reconstructed source polarization
±10 to 20° from the eigen S-wave directions found in the
ﬁrst run. . . In contrast, the Alford-type algorithm assumes
that the split S-waves are orthogonal.
Indeed, on Figure 5 of Naville [12], the Split S-wave
detection method developed for downgoing S-wave VSP arrivals was positively tested without difﬁculty on a ﬁeld VSP
dataset, exhibiting a detection result of non-orthogonal split
wave polarizations (60–140 grade or 54°–126°) for the direction of symmetry a double correlation function, leading to
40–160 grade/36°–144° for the split-S-wave polarizations oriented in the orthogonal directions found by the best double
correlation result. This old R&D work was aimed to explore
the S-wave propagation properties for the deﬁnition of
Split S-wave methods to be developed for converted P-S,
and S-S surface reﬂection surveys carried out by GGG. . .
Interestingly, the paper by Sun and Prioul [43], “Relating shear sonic anisotropy directions to stress in deviated
wells”, deals with orthorhombically stressed and anisotropic
propagation medium often encountered in deviated wells,
and focuses mainly on the detection of the Fast Shear wave
Azimuth (FSA) from the dipole sonic anisotropy processing
routines. The possible non-orthogonality of eigen split
S-waves is not mentioned.
5.9 On the operational dipole sonic applications, in open
hole and cased hole?
Traditionally the wireline sonic log is run in open hole
conditions, because it is often quite difﬁcult to obtain
correct P-wave velocity Vp in a well cemented cased hole.
In poorly cemented cased hole, P-wave propagation in the
casing pipe is prevalent and large amplitudes of P-wave
casing arrivals mask the P-wave formation arrivals.
In contrast, dipole sonic tools operated in cemented
cased hole yield excellent S-S reﬂection results, regularly
up to 40 m laterally to the well, as reported with dipole
sonic tool of various service companies and sonic seismic signal processors: for instance, similar S-reﬂection results have
been obtained in the SAME hole before and after casing
installation, by Tang et al. [44], and clear S-S wave reﬂection results in the open hole were obtained by Lee et al.
[45] and by Wielemaker et al. [46]. Of course, P-P reﬂections
may not originate from the same reﬂectors as S-S reﬂections, however the S-S dipole sonic reﬂected signals do
not suffer any interference with undesired Stoneley waves
propagating along the borehole, in contrast with P-P reﬂections recorded by monopole source and receivers.
Therefore, one would expect that the S-wave birefringence parameters can be extracted from the direct dipole
sonic ﬂexural S-waves in cemented cased hole.
5.10 On the low values of velocity anisotropy intervals
The anisotropy results obtained by the STC-Rotation Scan
method (Figs. 20, 21a–21c) show that the independently
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determined slow S-wave azimuth is more erratic than the
Fast S-wave Azimuth (FAZ), and not always orthogonal
to FAZ when the velocity anisotropy is small: it could mean
that the slow S-wave is more attenuated than the fast
S-wave, not only where velocity anisotropy is present,
unfortunately the attenuations of the split S-waves have
not been computed to conﬁrm this conjecture.
Surprisingly, the stable N30°E FAZ found in nearly
isotropic intervals should indeed be indetermined, and the
N30°E FAZ orientation stability can be observed even
where the DSI tool rotates in the low anisotropy depth
intervals (The DSI tool orientation is the blue curve in
Track 2 of Figs. 20, 21a–21c).
Although the low values of velocity anisotropy (<4%)
determined from the Rotation-Scan method in the MM-1
study cannot be fully assessed as physically signiﬁcant,
the consistency of the FAZ/fast S-wave azimuth direction
is noteworthy and constitutes a good indicator of reliability
from the geologist point of view; the latter observation
made on a single well at rather shallow depth deﬁnitely calls
for a larger investigation from many more dipole sonic
surveys collected in various geologic contexts.
In order to evaluate the efﬁciency of the STC rotation
scan computation efﬁciency to separate two near orthogonal linearly polarized split S-waves with SAME velocity,
but DIFFERENT attenuations, one should apply ﬁrst the
SAME geometrical spreading compensation on amplitudes
of X and Y signals recorded from any emission (and avoid
single component amplitude normalization at preprocessing
stage). Personal estimation of the semblance from same
velocity S-waves with an amplitude difference of a factor
2 (6 db) over the DSI receiver array seems to be necessary
to obtain a signiﬁcant gradient of the semblance parameter
for split S-wave separation. Such differential attenuation
(6 db or more) between split S-waves would occur mainly
where open fractures are present facing the DSI receiver
array; this subject would need further studies on synthetic
seismic data, then on ﬁeld data, over borehole depth intervals with open fractures and with tight fractures, in order to
collect realistic estimates of non-dispersive sonic ﬂexural
S-wave attenuation over the typical 1 m long receiver array
of many commercial dipole sonic tools.

6 Further related readings about of S-wave
birefringence
After a limited scouting of the existing publications as of
2021, the authors deliver here a brief overview over the
speciﬁc subject of shear wave splitting, how it works and
what it means; a short list of signiﬁcant publications is
mentioned below in order to attract the attention of the
interested reader, as follows:
– In his 1998 paper entitled “Shear-wave splitting in a
critical crust: the next step” [47], S. Crampin produced
an easy-reading summary on the state knowledge about
S-wave birefringence, (ref: Proceedings of the The
Eighth International Workshop on Seismic Anisotropy;
8IWSA).

– In the 2006 “Review of techniques for measuring
birefringence above small earthquakes” [48], the
seismologist authors S. Crampin and Y. Gao explain
the “Reasons why shear-wave splitting above small
earthquakes are difﬁcult to measure”, in Table 1, and
express the “Common fallacies in measuring and interpreting shear-wave splitting”, in Table 2.
– In 2017, the seismologist authors Z. Li and Z. Peng
summarize “Stress- and structure-induced anisotropy
in Southern California from two decades of shear wave
splitting measurements” [49], from a sizable amount of
232,000 SWS measurements. In their introduction,
they note that: “. . . remnant features of paleostress
. . . can also cause crustal anisotropy... Anisotropy
associated with faults. . . is generally categorized as
structure-induced anisotropy”. These documented
statements from redundant Californian observations
could certainly help interpreting the birefringence
observations made in the BRGM MM-1 borehole from
DSI measurements, to be confronted with paleostress
core description, in the immediate vicinity of the major
Uzer normal fault.
– In 1996, RR. Kendall and JM. Kendall indicate that
“Amoco has acquired, processed and interpreted the
pure Shear-wave components of four 9-component
seismic lines (2D-9C) in south-central Wyoming, as
well as crossed-dipole sonic logs (using the SLB-DSI
tool), and 9C VSP’s [50]. Additional oriented cores
were taken from the wells and their fractures were
described. Interestingly, Figure 3 of paper [50] shows
the classical DSI display of the birefringence processing
results and exhibits a Fast S-wave azimuthal scattering
similar to the one produced in MM-1 (Figs. 17a, 17b or
19 of the present paper), although with a lower
amounts of S-wave velocity anisotropy. Curiously, the
authors do not comment on the large discrepancies between the observed Slowness-based velocity
Anisotropy (SLOANI) and Time-based Anisotropy
(TIMANI) percent values.
– In 1997, B.W. Tichelaar and P.J. Hatchell presented
detailed results from in-house processing of a DSI dataset [51], accompanied with a solid discussion about the
inﬂuence of the hole ovality and the relative contrast
between ﬂexural S-wave velocity and Stoneley/tube
wave velocity on the azimuth of the fast S-wave and
on the percent amount of observed S-wave velocity
anisotropy computed. The whole anisotropy detection
procedure from 4C borehole ﬂexural waves have been
revised by the authors. The example of a typical
4-Component/7 receiver level DSI raw record cycle is
shown the Appendix Figure A-4 [51]. The same 2  2
matrix signal response is displayed after inversion and
best diagonalization on the Appendix Figure A-3 [51],
with TRUE relative amplitude of the 28 trace signals,
and has been reproduced in Figures 26a and 26b of
the present paper, on which colored time lines joining
the signal zero crossings have been drawn (red for the
Fast eigen S-wave, blue for the Slow S-wave): the
depth of this 4-C data cycle sample shows a deﬁnite
S-wave velocity anisotropy, about 10%, and probably
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Fig. 26a. Reproduced and modiﬁed from Figure A-3 of Tichelaar and Hatchell [51]: The four components of the propagator matrix
G diagonalized in eigen S-wave coordinates, over the 7 DSI computation receiver levels. The principal S-wave waveforms on the
diagonal clearly show differing S-wave velocities, the eigen waveform G22 (red) being faster than G11 (blue). Time lines are superposed
on the right side.

Fig. 26b. Eigen Diagonal FAST Shear waveform G22 (red)
clearly exhibits nearly TWICE higher amplitudes than the
SLOW Shear waveform G11 (solid blue line, copied as dashed
lines on G22). Interestingly, the eigen waveforms G22 and G22 look
very much alike on the ﬁrst two peaks, after which they shape
DIFFER, a major third peak present only on G22, in spite of the
SIMILAR shape of the source pulses emitted by the two
orthogonal transmitters mounted on the DSI dipole sonic tool.
The energy of the two source transmitters has been equalized after
ﬁltering out the DC offset at preprocessing stage, before 4C
inversion and diagonalisation of the recorded ﬂexural wave
signals.

corresponds to the Upper Natih interval affected by a
large hole ovality: it is noteworthy to observe that
the principal waveforms G11 and G22 signals are identical ONLY on the ﬁrst two peaks of the signal, in spite
of the similar source signal emitted by the two orthogonal DSI transmitters, which could mean that the
signal actually imparted by the pressure transmitters
into the rock formation depends on the borehole ovality. Actually, the S-wave response recorded by the
DSI receivers is shown to be dependent on the borehole
ovality. The S/N ratio of the DSI signals is excellent;
the little S-wave energy residuals remaining on the
off-diagonal elements mean that the rock formation
may not be fully homogeneous between the source
transmitters and the array of receivers. In addition,
the fast principal ﬂexural S-wave G22 visibly has higher
amplitudes than the Slow ﬂexural S-wave G11. Indeed,
we cannot even conclude that this amplitude contrast
can be attributed to the propagation attenuation in
the rock formation in the interval between the source
position to the proximate receiver position, as the borehole section shown by the 4 arm caliper log is locally
oval. In contrast, measuring the ﬂexural S-wave attenuation over the receiver array interval should be more
reliable, as long as the borehole geometry is consistent
in the restricted 1 m array length. . . Further insights,
comments, discussion about S-wave birefringence
results from VSP, dipole sonic and 9C-3D surface seismic survey can be found in papers by Hake et al. [52],
and by production geoscientists Hitchings and Potters
[53], although the subject of S-wave attenuation had
not been considered.
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7 Way forward
Since the dipole sonic data and the oriented cores still exist
in the BRGM archives and storage, several additional
actions can be outlined and effectively performed:
– Orientation of the existing MM-1 cores with help of the
FMS images, followed by a detailed description of the
core fractures, similarly to what was done on BA-1
cores by Martin and Bergerat [5]. Azimuth of preferred
permeability will be tentatively assessed where the
MM-1 borehole crossed permeable fractures.
– Measuring the birefringence on a series of undamaged
MM-1 oriented core samples at ultrasonic frequencies
in the lab, in order to calibrate the birefringence results
obtained from the DSI methods, at least where undamaged cores are recovered. Same on the cores K6–K50
extracted from the BA-1 well, for which the ARS core
expansion was measured on the drilling site, in order
to confront the ASR and birefringence results.
– Reprocessing the DSI data on MM-1, in order to better
understand the ﬂexural S-wave generation and propagation and improve the birefringence detection method
and reliability in ancient, tight geological formations
similar to the ones encountered in SE France.
– Implementing the processing route to determine the
split S-wave intrinsic attenuations and the differential
Split S-wave attenuation (a parameter independent
from geometrical spreading), notably in the highly
anisotropic fractured intervals where the cores are
naturally fractured and where the dipole sonic data
are the only ones able to quantify the S-wave birefringence. Anisotropy of velocity and attenuation should
be looked as equally important S-wave anisotropy
attributes.
– Reﬁning the birefringence interpretation with results
from all the above specialists involved by and for the
geologist end-user.
Recognizing and evaluating the heterogeneity of rock
mechanical parameters in the immediate borehole vicinity,
and depending on the geological context, may lead to further developments in the practice of industrial S-wave birefringence detection methods from dipole sonic
measurements: several dipole sonic data processing methods
might need to be routinely applied to improve the petrophysical and mechanical characterization of the near borehole formation.
The velocity and attenuation anisotropy attributes
derived from dipole sonic measurements are expected to
help the reservoir engineer distinguishing between the open,
potentially permeable fractures from the tight ones, as a
complement to the borehole wall images.
Lastly, it would seem appropriate for the academic and
industrial practitioners to update a detailed review of signal
processing techniques for estimating the birefringence attributes more thoroughly, as Macbeth and Crampin have
undertaken in the early 1990’s [54], taking in account the
most recent S-wave detection experiments and methods,
sorting velocity and attenuation logs in all wave modes,
as shown for instance by Che and his colleagues in their case

study paper relating to Tatarstan carbonates, using a
modern multimode full waveform sonic tool [55].
Further S-wave splitting detection improvements might
arise using borehole arrays of 3C seismic sensors to record
earthquakes where the local horizontal stress is suspected
to vary with time, as observed by Crampin [56]. Numerous
boreholes abandoned by the oil and gas and mining industry could be convenient to this purpose, before deﬁnite
plugging.

8 Conclusion
The present experimental study conducted in the BRGM
MM-1 well is very promising for an improved characterization of open fractures, potentially permeable, exhibiting
high S-wave velocity anisotropy magnitude, while the
anisotropy of the tight/cemented fracture intervals is identical to the rock matrix anisotropy.
The shallow 300 m interval of the MM-1 coredrill presents no abnormal borehole geometry features susceptible
to disturb the dipole sonic measurements, except for the
presence of local open permeable fractures. The measurement conditions with the oriented DSI-GPIT-GR tool
combination present no technical anomaly. A repeat run
had been recorded.
The discrepancies between the fast S-wave anisotropy
azimuth/FSA resulting from the two different detection
processing procedures exposed in the present study are still
not fully explained; however, the heterogeneity of mechanical formation parameters within a short radius around the
borehole, and the ruggedness of the borehole wall are
suspected to alter the symmetry of the propagation medium
around the well axis, which can randomly change the polarization of the emitted S-wave propagated between the
source position and the closest DSI array receiver, as
summarized in Table 1. The simple azimuthal rotation scan
of S-wave velocity determination using the standard STC
routine seems to yield the most accurate results, with higher
depth resolution along the well trajectory, and higher accuracy for the fast S-wave azimuth: these features are more
reasonably credible for the geologist.
The N30°E fast split S-wave azimuth is mainly aligned
with the paleo stress observed on the BA-1 cores (Fig. 23),
nearly at right angle with the present compressive regional
stress N124° or N170°E, indicated by diverse authors:
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the “stainless glass” aspect of
the regional fault pattern around the MM-1/BA-1 drilling
site. Unfortunately, no direct measurements of the present
stress were conducted in the MM-1 well, and the MM-1
cores have not been examined with as much attention as
the BA-1 ones.
The erratic azimuthal results of the Alford–Esmersoy
procedure applied in the present experimental DSI survey
look abnormal to the geologists and call for further investigation and understanding, on similar case studies. If physically true, such principal S-wave azimuthal errancy would
make it very difﬁcult to upscale the Shear wave splitting
formation response into thick equivalent anisotropic layers
of sedimentary formations or crustal layers. The capacities
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of present-day computers should allow to routinely run several anisotropy detection methods, including on the drill
site as desired.
Acronyms
BRGM

Bureau de recherches géologiques et minières (French Geological Survey)
DSI
Dipole Shear Imager
GPIT
General Purpose Inclinometer Tool
AMS
Auxiliary Measurements
NGS
Neutron-induced Gamma Ray
Spectroscopy
DLL
Dual LateroLog
LDT
Litho-Density Tool
CNL
Compensated Neutron Log
FMS
Formation Micro Scanner
V p, V s,
P-wave, S-wave velocity; velocity =
respectively 1/slowness
FSA
Fast S-wave Azimuth
STC
Slowness Time Coherence; method for
measuring a wave slowness (DT) from an
array sonic tool dataset, using the computation of the semblance function
DT, DTfast, Transit time (ls/ft), Fast-S transit time,
DTslow,
Slow S-transit time. DTCO = DT-Pwave,
respectively DTSmin = DTfast, DTSmax = DTslow.
Array-ANI, Shear Slowness Anisotropy computer from
DV /V , or
STC slownesses over the receiver array of
SLOANI
the DSI tool: SLOANI = 2 (DTslow 
DTfast)/(DTslow + DTfast)
T-R ANI
Time-based shear anisotropy = relative difor TIMANI ference of the ﬂexural arrival at mid-receiver
array location
ASR
Anelastic Strain Recovery
SWS
Shear Wave Splitting
SLB
Schlumberger
VSP
Vertical Seismic Proﬁle
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